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2013:  WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR YOU?
Although we can not predict what 2013 holds for you, 
one thing that we do know for sure.  Whilst you choose 
to learn, grow and share you will be on an ‘accelerated‘ 

path to achieving your goals.  
Before we open up the doors of  opportunity in 2013, we 

would like to firstly acknowledge each and every leader 
participating in the SCK Leadership Program in 2012.
It is because of  you that many students now:

1. Wear more senior ranking belts

2. Continue to train in 2013 and choose to follow in your footsteps
3. Are becoming more comfortable and valued in the dojo environment and in turn 

exploring themselves more to become the best person they can be

In 2013, it is our goal to help all students to move in the direction of  becoming the best 
version of  themselves.  And with your continued support and commitment to developing your 

leadership skills we believe that we will be able to help more students experience this journey 
of  continual and unending improvement.   Not only will they find peace, harmony, balance 
and acceptance they will also find adventure, fun, friendship and laughter (and they are going 
to learn how to love the sweaty things in life).  We thank you all in advance for helping us 

create the best learning environment possible to bring out the best in all of  us throughout the 
year ahead.

Be The Best You Can Be, And Help Others Be The Best They Can Be

ACHIEVE MORE TOGETHER
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In 2012 we introduced an 
upgraded Leadership 
Program in which we 
believe will better serve 

our leadership team as you 
all continue to grow to be the best leaders 
you can be for you and those that you lead.  

In 2013 we will continue to introduce 
elements to support this upgraded 

Leadership Program.  Here are the first 
couple of  enhancements that you will enjoy 
as you get back into the dojo in 2013.

Leadership Progress Card
As a leader you will have two progress cards.

1.  Student Progress Card
2. Leadership Progress Card

Information as to how to work with these 
will be provided at your first leadership 
training class on Saturday 2nd February.

Monthly Newsletter

To help you further with your leadership 
development we will provide you with a 
monthly Leadership Newsletter. If  used 

well, it will help propel you to the next 
leadership level.  

Be sure to get interactive with instructors so 

that they can guide you more personally.  
There is a note about Leadership Support 
on the reverse of  this page. 

As we launch more upgrades to the 
Leadership Program we’ll announce these 

via this newsletter.  

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM UPGRADES
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Leadership Support
To help you become the best leader you can be, we would like to encourage you to catch up with 
Sensei Sandra and Sensei Martin regularly.  If  you would like to catch up physically to practice some 
of  your skills or would just like to see certain leadership skills presented in this newsletter please send 

through all requests to Sensei Sandra. sandra@karate4life.com.au  We are students ourselves but 
we’ll do our best to support your leadership development based on our understanding.

2012 Leader of the Year
Congratulations to Lachlan Whale on 
receiving the Leader of  the Year Award 
in 2012.
Lachlan is currently a Level 2 leader and 

his enthusiasm and commitment to 
serving others in the dojo is an 
inspiration to us all.

‘Be the kind of leader
that you would like to follow.’

Pictured above:  Lachlan Whale 
receiving his award at the 2012 Christmas 

Picnic/Training/Awards Day

Continual & Unending Self Improvement
You deserve and are worthy of  a great life but it isn't going to be handed to you on a silver 
platter.  It is up to you to take what is rightfully yours and you need to do the actions yourself. 
You can only build your self  -confidence if  you are the one who takes control and makes this 

happen.  Every time someone else takes a step for you – you don't feel the 
elevation or peak in self  confidence.  Get off  the couch and put the 
runs on the board yourself.

Not only will you be rewarded with the physical 
realisation of  your goal but you will have truly 
grown yourself  and filled yourself  with more 

confidence/expanded your personal 
presence to attract more greatness to your 
life and the ability and tools to achieve more. 

February Events
Saturday 2nd:
New Year:  Leadership Training (all leaders to attend).  
Finalising Term 1 Leadership Roster
Review of:  Leadership Cards & Monthly Newsletter

Monday 18th - Friday 22nd:
Leadership Progress Check Week (during your chosen leadership class)

March Events
Saturday 23rd:
Leadership Training (all leaders to attend)

Saturday 23rd:
Leadership Induction

Monday 18th - Friday 22nd:
Leadership Progress Check Week (during your chosen leadership class)
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